Suppressive dendritic cells as a tool for controlling allograft rejection in organ transplantation: promises and difficulties.
The most important antigen-presenting cells are dendritic cells (DCs), which play a central role in the initiation of immunity and tolerance. Their immunoregulatory properties offer the potential of donor-specific control of graft rejection after organ transplantation. It has not been clarified which DC subpopulations mediate tolerance, and the use of natural DCs for therapeutic applications is therefore problematic. Suppressive DCs can be generated in vitro by treating the cells with biologic, pharmacologic, or genetic agents. Here we discuss approaches for generating inhibitory DCs and present DC-based animal models for control of allograft rejection. A prerequisite of suppressive DCs for therapeutic application in clinical transplantation is a reproducible method for their generation as well as the induction of irreversible suppressive function. Based on lessons learned from the use of DCs as tools in clinical vaccine trials in cancer, we discuss the unknown aspects and risks of DC therapy in transplantation.